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1 Introduction1.1 Statement of problemWhen calculating a numerical solution to an unsteady, hyperbolic, partial di�erentialequation on an in�nite domain, it is normal to perform the calculation on a truncated�nite domain. This raises the problem of choosing appropriate boundary conditionsfor this far-�eld boundary. Ideally these should prevent any non-physical reection ofoutgoing waves, and should be straightforward to implement numerically. Also theymust produce a well-posed analytic problem since this is a basic requirement for thecorresponding numerical approximation to be consistent and stable.The motivation for this report lies in the author's research in the calculation ofturbomachinery ows. In some respects these ows are more complex than the owpast isolated airfoils. Whereas the far-�eld boundary for isolated airfoils can be takento be many chords away from the airfoil, with turbomachinery the far-�eld boundary istypically less than one chord away from the blade. Consequently, whereas for isolatedairfoils the steady-state far-�eld can be modelled as a vortex correction to the free-stream ow, in turbomachinery the far-�eld contains a signi�cant component of severaldi�erent spatial wavenumbers. This is particularly true for ows which are supersonicin the ow direction but subsonic in the axial direction, in which case shocks propagateinde�nitely and can be reected by improper boundary conditions. Thus one of the twoaims of this report is the correct formulation of steady-state non-reecting boundaryconditions which will not produce arti�cial reections of steady waves such as shockwaves.The other aim of the report is the formulation of accurate non-reecting bound-ary conditions for unsteady waves. Here again isolated airfoils generally have fewerproblems. The reason is that the primary concern for isolated airfoils is unsteady owcaused by either the airfoil's motion (airfoil utter or aileron utter) or a uid-dynamicinstability (transonic buzz or stall). In either case the unsteadiness originates in thevicinity of the airfoil and radiates outward. Typically the grids on which such calcula-tions are performed becoming progressively coarser as the waves move out towards thefar-�eld boundary, until a radius is reached at which the wavelength of the unsteadywave is of the order of a few mesh cells. At this point the numerical viscosity willdissipate the wave and so the unsteadiness will not reach the far-�eld boundary andaccurate non-reecting boundary conditions are unnecessary. One of the main concernsin turbomachinery is the unsteadiness caused by incoming shock waves and wakes fromupstream blade rows. The need to retain an accurate representation of these incoming3



waves prevents the use of coarse grids in the far-�eld, and instead one must concentrateon accurate non-reecting boundary conditions.Unsteady ows can be split into two classes, nonlinear and linear, depending on theamplitude of the unsteadiness. If the amplitude is su�ciently small that the disturbanceseverywhere can be considered to be linear perturbations to a steady ow, then by theprinciple of superposition the solution can be decomposed into a sum of modes withdi�erent temporal frequencies and di�erent inter-blade phase angles. Each of thesemodes can then be analyzed separately and so the problem is reduced to �nding thecomplex amplitude of the harmonic disturbance. This can be achieved by either adirect method or a pseudo-time-marching method. In either case there is the same needfor accurate boundary conditions, and it is found that because there is only a singlefrequency it is possible to construct the exact non-reecting boundary conditions. Innonlinear unsteady ows there are regions where the amplitude of the unsteadiness isgreat enough for second order e�ects to become extremely important. This producesa coupling between the di�erent frequencies, and so they cannot be separated. In thefar-�eld however it is again assumed that the unsteady amplitudes are small so thatlinear theory can be applied. It is no longer possible to construct exact non-reectingboundary conditions which can be implemented numerically, but approximate boundaryconditions can be derived instead.Fortunately in some respects the turbomachinery problem is simpler than the iso-lated airfoil problem. There are separate inow and outow boundaries, each with atrivial geometry. In this report x denotes the axial coordinate and y denotes the cir-cumferential coordinate. The inow boundary is at x=0 and the outow is at x=1.Periodicity in y allows one to decompose the solution into its Fourier components, andthe uniform orientation of the boundary relative to the ow �eld allows one to performthe analysis by considering linear perturbations to a uniform ow. With isolated airfoilsit is harder to perform an eigenmode decomposition of the far-�eld because of the vary-ing orientation of the boundary relative to the ow �eld; at some places it is an inowboundary while at the others it is an outow boundary and this varies as the solutiondevelops.1.2 HistoryThe subject of non-reecting boundary conditions for hyperbolic equations is less thantwenty years old. The key paper which formed the �rm, theoretical foundation forlater research was a paper by Kreiss [1] in 1970 which examined the well-posedness ofinitial-boundary-value problems for hyperbolic systems in multiple dimensions. Well-4



posedness is the requirement that a solution exists, is unique, and is bounded in thesense that the magnitude of the solution (de�ned using some appropriate norm) dividedby the magnitude of the initial and boundary data (de�ned using some other norm) isless than some function which depends on time but not on the initial and boundarydata. Any hyperbolic system arising from a model of a physical problem ought to bewell-posed and so it is critical that any far-�eld boundary conditions which are used totruncate the solution domain must give a well-posed problem. Higdon has written anexcellent review [2] of the work of Kreiss and others and in particular gives a physicalinterpretation of the theory in terms of wave propagation which is used in this report.In solving the Euler equations for unsteady ows it was quickly realized that for one-dimensional ow the correct non-reecting boundary conditions could be establishedusing hyperbolic characteristic theory. For example, in 1977 Hedstrom [3] derived boththe linear and the nonlinear form of these boundary equations for the Euler equations,using an eigenvector approach which will be used in this report. The boundary con-ditions were also used in two and three-dimensional ow calculations by doing a localanalysis normal to the far-�eld boundary and ignoring all tangential derivatives. Thisapproach (referred to as the quasi-one-dimensional or normal one-dimensional boundaryconditions or the method of characteristics) remains the most commonly used boundarycondition in unsteady calculations.Also in 1977, Engquist and Majda wrote an important paper [4] deriving a hierar-chy of approximate non-reecting boundary conditions for multi-dimensional problems,with the �rst order approximation being the one-dimensional approximation. Unfor-tunately, like the Kreiss paper, this paper was written for mathematicians specializingin the analysis of partial di�erential equations, assuming a familiarity with concepts,de�nitions and background literature which is not possessed by more applied mathe-maticians and engineers who are working in the area of computational uid dynamics.Consequentially, over the last decade the important contributions of this paper havenot been fully appreciated and implemented by the CFD community, and the higherorder boundary conditions have only been implemented for acoustic and elastic wavepropagation [4] and the scalar, unsteady potential equation [5]. A related approach toconstructing approximate non-reecting boundary conditions has been derived for theEuler equations by Gustafsson [6] in 1987.When calculating linearized, harmonic unsteady ows, exact non-reecting bound-ary conditions can be constructed. For the potential equation this was �rst done byVerdon et. al. [7] in 1975, and it is now the standard technique used by unsteady har-monic potential methods. Because the harmonic equations are solved directly (usually5



by a �nite element method) the issue of well-posedness does not arise. In 1987 Hall [8]extended the technique for the Euler equations, again using a �nite element method tosolve the harmonic linearized, Euler equations.Early methods for calculating the steady-state solution to the two-dimensional Eulerequations for isolated airfoils used the free-stream conditions at the far-�eld boundary,and it was found that the boundary had to be placed 50-100 chord lengths away fromairfoil to obtain the correct lift. Later methods found that the inclusion of a vortexcorrection due to the lift on the airfoil enabled the far-�eld boundary to be brought into about 25 chords away. In 1986 Giles and Drela [9] showed that by including both thesource e�ect due to the drag and the next order doublet terms the far-�eld radius couldbe further reduced to about 5 chords (suitably scaled by the Prandtl-Glauert factor fortransonic ows). The same result was also achieved by Ferm [10] using an approachbased upon the zero-frequency limit of the ideal non-reecting boundary conditions. It isthis viewpoint which links together the construction of boundary conditions for steady-state, single-frequency and general, unsteady ows, and it forms this basis for thisreport's uni�ed approach to non-reecting boundary conditions for the Euler equations.1.3 Present paperThis report is intended for CFD researchers, who wish to implement accurate non-reecting boundary conditions, and wish to understand the underlying theory. Most ofthe boundary conditions which will be derived have been implemented by the authorin a program for the calculation of steady and unsteady ows in turbomachinery. Theprecise numerical details are presented in a separate report [11] but this report con-tains the full details of the analytic boundary conditions from which others can deriveimplementations which are appropriate to their numerical algorithms.The �rst half presents a uni�ed treatment of the construction of non-reectingboundary conditions for hyperbolic systems. Four di�erent types are derived; quasi-one-dimensional b.c.'s, exact single-frequency unsteady non-reecting b.c.'s, exact steady-state non-reecting b.c.'s, and approximate unsteady non-reecting b.c.'s. It should beremembered that the term `exact' refers to the solution of the linear problem. Sincethe linear problem is itself an approximation to the nonlinear problem there will beerrors which are proportional to the square of the amplitude of the unsteadiness at thefar-�eld boundaries. The theory section is essentially a condensed restatement of theprevious work described in the last section. The one signi�cant original contributionlies in the analysis of well-posedness. Kreiss [1] and subsequent investigators assumedfor simplicity that there is no degeneracy in the eigenvalues of the hyperbolic system.6



Unfortunately the Euler equations have a multiple root with distinct eigenvectors, andat a particular complex frequency there is an eigenvalue/eigenvector coalescence. Theextensions to the well-posedness analysis which are necessary to treat these problemsare presented, but lack the mathematical rigor of Kreiss' work.The second half presents the application of the theory to the Euler equations. Firstthe dispersion relation and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found. Then the quasi-one-dimensional, single-frequency, steady-state and second-order non-reecting bound-ary conditions are formed. The well-posedness of the quasi-one-dimensional b.c.'s isassured due to a general energy analysis performed in the theory section. The well-posedness of the steady-state and single-frequency b.c.'s depends on the numericalmethod being used. If a direct solution method is used then the question does notarise. If a time-marching method is used then the analysis of the associated initial-boundary-value problem becomes too complicated to perform. Much of the second halfis concerned with the well-posedness of the second-order, approximate b.c.'s derivedfrom the general Engquist-Majda theory. An unexpected result is that the outowb.c. is well-posed but the inlet b.c.'s are ill-posed. Modi�ed inow boundary condi-tions which are well-posed are then derived by an ad hoc method. A calculation of thereection coe�cients shows that the modi�ed inow boundary conditions are fourthorder and the outow boundary condition is second order. A corresponding modi�edoutow boundary condition is shown to give �rst order reections for outgoing vorticitywaves but fourth order reections for outgoing pressure waves, and so might be a usefulboundary condition in applications or regions where it is known that there are no out-going vorticity waves. Finally a reference section lists all of the boundary conditions ina dimensional form suitable for implementation.
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2 General analysis2.1 Fourier analysisConsider the following general unsteady, two-dimensional, hyperbolic partial di�erentialequation. @U@t +A@U@x +B@U@y = 0 (1)U is a N -component vector and A and B are constant N�N matrices. Fourieranalysis considers wave-like solutions of the formU(x; y; t) = uei(kx+ly�!t): (2)Substituting this into the di�erential equation gives(�!I + kA+ lB)u = 0: (3)=) det(�!I + kA+ lB) = 0 (4)This equation is called the dispersion relation, and is a polynomial equation of degreeN in each of !; k; and l.A critical step in the construction and analysis of boundary conditions is to separatethe waves into incoming and outgoing modes. If ! is complex with Im(!)> 0 (givingan exponential growth in time) then the right-propagating waves are those for whichIm(k)> 0. This is because the amplitude of the waves is proportional to eIm(!)(t�x=c)where c=Im(!)=Im(k) is the apparent velocity of propagation of the amplitude.If ! and k are real then a standard result in the analysis of dispersive wave prop-agation [12] is that the velocity of energy propagation is the group velocity de�nedby ~cg = 0B@ @!@k@!@l 1CA (5)Hence for real ! the incoming waves are those which either have Im(k)>0, or havereal k and @!@k >0.
8



2.2 EigenvectorsThe right and left eigenvectors of an N�N matrix C are de�ned byCuRn = �nuRn ; uLnC = �nuLn (6)with �n being the corresponding eigenvalue. Note that the right eigenvector is a columnvector, whereas the left eigenvector is a row vector. An equivalent de�nition is that theeigenvectors are the null-vectors of the singular matrix C��nI .(C��nI)uRn = 0; uLn(C��nI) = 0 (7)An important property of the eigenvectors is that when the eigenvalues are dis-tinct each left eigenvector is orthogonal to all of the right eigenvectors except the onecorresponding to the same eigenvalue. The proof is as follows:(�n��m)vLnuRm = (vLnC)uRm � vLn(CuRm)= 0 (8)If m 6= n then �m 6= �n and hence vLnuRm = 0. If there are identical eigenvalues thenprovided there is a complete set of N eigenvectors, vLn and uRm can still be constructed,using the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method [13], so that vLnuRm = 0 if m 6=n.Turning now to the Fourier analysis begun in the last section, the right eigenvectorswe require are the null-vectors of (�!I+kA+lB).(�!I+kA+lB)uR = 0 (9)uR is a right eigenvector of (kA+lB) with eigenvalue !. By premultiplying Eq. (9) byA�1 to obtain (�!A�1+kI+lA�1B)uR = 0; (10)it becomes apparent that uR is also a right eigenvector of (�!A�1+ lA�1B) witheigenvalue �k. The signi�cance of this latter property will become clear shortly.There are two di�erent sets of left eigenvectors which are important in this problem.The �rst set, labelled uL, are the left eigenvectors of (kA+lB) which are also the leftnull-vectors of (�!I+kA+lB).uL(�!I+kA+lB) = 0 (11)The second set, labelled vL, are the left eigenvectors of (�!A�1+ lA�1B) which arealso the left null-vectors of (�!A�1+kI+lA�1B) = A�1(�!I+kA+lB).vLA�1(�!I+kA+lB) = 0 (12)9



By comparing Eqs. (11) and (12) it is clear that the two sets of left eigenvectors arerelated, with vLA�1 equal to (or a multiple of) uL, or alternatively vL is equal to (ora multiple of) uLA.The di�erence between the two sets of left eigenvectors lies in their orthogonalityrelations with the right eigenvectors. Since uL is a left eigenvector of (kA+lB), it isorthogonal to all of the right eigenvectors of the same matrix, except for the one with thesame eigenvalue !. The key point here is that the orthogonality is for the same k and land di�erent !. Thus if !n and !m are two di�erent roots of the dispersion equation forthe same values of k and l, then the orthogonality relation is vL(!n; k; l)uR(!m; k; l)=0.In contrast, since vL is a left eigenvector of (�!A�1+lA�1B), it is orthogonal to all ofthe right eigenvectors uR with the same ! and l and di�erent k. Thus if kn and km aretwo di�erent roots of the dispersion relation for the same values of ! and l, then theorthogonality relation is, vL(!; kn; l)uR(!; km; l)=0.Normally in discussing wave motion one is concerned with propagation on an in�nitedomain, and so usually one considers a group of waves with the same k and l and di�erentvalues of !, in which case uR and uL would be the relevant right and left eigenvectors.In analyzing boundary conditions however, a general solution U at the boundary x=0can be decomposed into a sum of Fourier modes with di�erent values of ! and l. Eachof these modes is then a collection of waves with the same values of ! and l and di�erentvalues of k. Hence for the purpose of constructing non-reecting boundary conditionsit is uR and vL which are important.uL is still helpful in the current application as a convenient stepping stone in theconstruction of vL. The natural way to construct vL is to calculate (�!A�1+lA�1B)and �nd its left null-vector. This requires calculating A�1 however, which could bea laborious process. An easier way is to use the result obtained earlier that vL is amultiple of uLA. Let kn be the nth root of the dispersion relation for a given value of! and l, and uLn be the corresponding left null-vector of (knA+lB). Then vLn can bede�ned by vLn = kn! ����l=0 uLnA: (13)The reason for choosing the constant of proportionality to be kn! ���l=0 is that when l=0,uLnA = !knuLn and hence vLn=uLn .
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2.3 Non-reecting b.c.'s for a single Fourier modeSuppose that the di�erential equation is to be solved in the domain x>0, and one wantsto construct non-reecting boundary conditions at x=0 to minimize or ideally preventthe reection of outgoing waves. At the boundary at x = 0, U can be decomposedinto a sum of Fourier modes with di�erent values of ! and l, so the analysis begins byconsidering just one particular choice of ! and l. In this case this most general form forU is U (x; y; t) = " NXn=1 anuRn eiknx# ei(ly�!t): (14)kn is the nth root of the dispersion relation for the given values of ! and l, and uRn isthe corresponding right eigenvector.The ideal non-reecting boundary conditions would be to specify that an = 0 foreach n that corresponds to an incoming wave. Because of orthogonality,vLnU = vLn " NXm=1 amuRmeikmx# ei(ly�!t)= an(vLnuRn )eiknxei(ly�!t) (15)and so an equivalent speci�cation of non-reecting boundary conditions isvLnU = 0 (16)for each n corresponding to an incoming mode. vLn is the left eigenvector de�ned inthe last section. This use of the left eigenvector illustrates its physical signi�cance;because of the orthogonality relations, when applied to a general solution it \measures"the amplitude of a particular wave component. The signi�cance of the right eigenvectoris apparent in Eq. (14); it shows the variation in the primitive variables caused by aparticular wave mode.In principle these exact boundary conditions can be implemented in a numericalmethod. The problem is that vLn depends on ! and l and so the implementation wouldinvolve a Fourier transform in y and a Laplace transform in t. Computationally this isboth di�cult and expensive to implement and so instead we will consider four simplervariations which use di�erent assumptions and approximations.An observation is that by dividing the dispersion relation, Eq. (4), by ! we obtaindet(�I + kn! A+ l!B) = 0 (17)and so it is clear that kn=!;uRn ;uLn and vLn are all functions of l=!. Thus the variable� = l=! will play a key role in constructing all of the boundary conditions.11



2.4 One-dimensional, unsteady b.c.'sThe one-dimensional, non-reecting boundary conditions are obtained by ignoring allvariations in the y-direction and setting �=0. The corresponding right and left eigen-vectors are important in de�ning and implementing the other boundary conditions, andso we label them w. wRn = uRn ����=0 (18)wLn = uLn ����=0 = vLn ����=0 (19)The boundary condition, expressed in terms of the primitive variables, iswLnU = 0 (20)for all n corresponding to incoming waves.If the right and left eigenvectors are normalized so thatwLmwRn = �mn � 8<: 1 ; m = n0 ; m 6= n (21)then they can be used to de�ne a transformation between the primitive variables andthe one-dimensional characteristic variables.U = NXn=1 cnwRn ; (22)where cn = wLnU : (23)Expressed in terms of the characteristic variables, the boundary condition is simplycn = 0 (24)for all n corresponding to incoming waves.Numerical implementations of these boundary conditions usually extrapolate theoutgoing characteristic variables, in addition to setting the incoming characteristic vari-ables to zero. This gives a complete set of equations for the solution on the boundaryusing Eq. (22).An observation, which will be needed later in the section on well-posedness, is that(�!I + knA)wRn = 0; (25)12



so AwRn = !knwRn = �nwRn : (26)Thus wRn is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue �n = !kn . Furthermore,! = �nkn ) ~cg = 0@ �n0 1A ; (27)so the incoming waves are those for which �n>0.
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2.5 Exact, two-dimensional, single-frequency b.c.'sIn the introduction it was pointed out that if the interior di�erential equation is linearthen by the principle of linear superposition it is possible to split a general solutioninto a sum of di�erent frequencies, and calculate them independently, each with itsown forcing terms and boundary conditions. In this case it is possible to constructthe exact non-reecting boundary conditions for simple geometries in which the far-�eld boundary is at x = 0 and the solution is periodic in y, with period 2�. This isachieved by performing a Fourier transform in y along the boundary to decompose thesolution into a sum of Fourier modes, and then using the exact non-reecting boundaryconditions for each Fourier mode.The Fourier decomposition of U at the boundary can be written asU(0; y; t) = 1X�1 Û l(t)eily; (28)where Û l(t) = 12� Z 2�0 U(0; y; t)e�ily dy: (29)The boundary condition is then vLn(l=!)Û l = 0 (30)for each Fourier mode l and incoming wave n. Since ! and l are both known for eachFourier mode, this is simply an algebraic equation in the Fourier domain. Becausethe numerical implementation of these conditions is very dependent on the numericalalgorithm being used for the interior equations, further discussion will be postponed to alater section which discusses the application to the Euler equations and turbomachineryproblems in particular. One general comment however is that one of the principaldi�culties is determining which waves are incoming and which are outgoing.
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2.6 Exact, two-dimensional, steady b.c.'sThe exact, two-dimensional steady boundary conditions may be considered to be thelimit of the single-frequency boundary conditions as !!0. Performing the same Fourierdecomposition as in the last section, the boundary conditions for l 6= 0 aresLnÛ l = 0 (31)for each incoming wave n, where sLn = lim�!1vLn(�): (32)The boundary condition for the l = 0 mode, which is the solution average at theboundary, is vLn(0)Û 0 = 0) wLnÛ0 = 0 (33)for each incoming wave n. The right-hand-side of Eq. (33) can be modi�ed by the userto specify the value of the incoming average characteristics. For example, in uid owcalculations this is how the average inlet ow angle, stagnation enthalpy and entropycan be speci�ed. The right-hand-side of Eq. (31) could also be modi�ed, but in mostapplications the solution at x=�1 is assumed to be uniform and so the zero right-hand-side is correct.Again, discussion of the numerical implementation of these boundary conditions willbe postponed to a later section dealing with the application to the Euler equations andturbomachinery ows. Also, one of the principal di�culties is again determining whichwaves are incoming and which are outgoing.
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2.7 Approximate, two-dimensional, unsteady b.c.'sBy dividing the dispersion relation by ! it is clear that kn=!;uRn ;uLn ;vLn are all functionsof l=!. Thus a sequence of approximations can be obtained by expanding vLn in a Taylorseries as a function of � = l=!.vLn(�) = vLn ����=0 + � dvLnd� ������=0 + 12�2 d2vLnd�2 ������=0 + � � � (34)The �rst order approximation obtained by just keeping the leading term just givesthe one-dimensional boundary conditions which have already been discussed. The sec-ond order approximation isvLn(�) = vLn ����=0 + l! dvLnd� ������=0= uLn ����=0 + l! "kn! duLnd� A#������=0 (35)The overbar denotes the fact that v is an approximation to v. This produces theboundary condition  uLn ����=0 + l! "kn! duLnd� A#������=0!U = 0: (36)Multiplying by !, and replacing ! and l by i @@t and �i @@y respectively gives,uLn ����=0 @U@t � "kn! duLnd� A#������=0 @U@y = 0 (37)This is a local boundary condition (meaning that it does not involve any globaldecomposition into Fourier modes) and so can be implemented without di�culty. Asthe equation is similar in nature to the original di�erential equation, having �rst orderderivatives in both y and t, the numerical algorithm used for the interior equations canprobably also be used for the boundary conditions.
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2.8 Analysis of well-posedness2.8.1 One-dimensional b.c.'sIt is relatively easy to prove that the one-dimensional b.c.'s are always well-posed, byusing an energy analysis method. A key step in the proof is that because the systemis hyperbolic there exists a transformation of variables under which the transformed Aand B matrices are symmetric, and so without loss of generality we can assume that Aand B are symmetric. The `energy' is de�ned byE(t) = Z 1�1Z 10 juj2 dx dy: (38)To ensure that this integral remains �nite it will be assumed that u is zero outside somedistance from the origin. The rate of change of the energy is given bydEdt = 2 Z 1�1Z 10 uT @u@t dx dy= �2 Z 1�1Z 10 uT �A@u@x+B@u@y � dx dy= � Z 1�1Z 10 uTA@u@x+ @uT@x ATu+uTB@u@y + @uT@y BTu dx dy= � Z 1�1Z 10 @@x(uTAu)+ @@y (uTBu) dx dy (sinceA=AT andB=BT )= � Z 1�1 �uTAu���x=1�uTAu���x=0� dy � Z 10 �uTBu���y=1�uTBu���y=�1� dx= Z 1�1 uTAu���x=0 dy (39)The evaluation of this integral requires some earlier results.uTAu =  NXn=1 cnwRn!TA  NXn=1 cnwRn! (using Eq. (22))= NXn=1�nc2n (using Eq. (26)) (40)where, as de�ned earlier, �n is the nth eigenvalue of A, wRn is the corresponding righteigenvector which is also the transpose of the left eigenvector wLn since A is symmetric,and cn=wLnu.The �nal step is to note that the one-dimensional b.c. states that cn=0 for incomingwaves, which are those for which �n � 0. Thus each term in the above sum is either zeroor negative, and hence uTAu is non-positive and the energy is non-increasing, provingthat the initial-boundary-value problem is well-posed.17



2.8.2 Approximate, two-dimensional b.c.'sTo analyze the well-posedness of the approximate, two-dimensional boundary condi-tions, one must use the theory developed by Kreiss [1]. As explained by Trefethen[14] and Higdon [2], the aim is to verify that there is no incoming mode which exactlysatis�es the boundary condition.As explained earlier, an incoming mode is a solution of the interior di�erential equa-tion which either is growing exponentially in time but decaying exponentially in spaceaway from the boundary, or has a real frequency and a group velocity which is incoming.If this incoming mode also satis�es the boundary condition then in the �rst case thereis an exponentially growing energy and in the second case there is a linear growth asthe incoming mode moves into the interior.If there are N 0 incoming waves then the generalized incoming mode may be writtenas U(x; y; t) = 24 N 0Xn=1 anuRn eiknx35 ei(ly�!t); (41)with Im(!)�0. Substituting this into the N 0 non-reecting boundary conditions pro-duces a matrix equation of the formC 0BBB@ a1...aN 0 1CCCA = 0 (42)where C is a N 0 �N 0 matrix whose elements are the products of the approximate lefteigenvectors and the exact right eigenvectors.Cmn = vLmuRn (43)Provided that the right eigenvectors are linearly independent, the requirement thatthere is no non-trivial incoming mode satisfying the boundary conditions is equivalent tothe statement that there in no non-trivial solution to the above matrix equation. Thusthe initial-boundary-value problem is well-posed if it can be proved that the determinantof C is non-zero for all real l and complex ! with Im(!)�0.If the right eigenvectors are linearly dependent then the theory needs to be modi�ed.Suppose for simplicity that there are just two incoming waves and that k1 = k2 anduR1 = uR2 at ! = !crit. A general incoming mode may be written as the sum of twoincoming modes with amplitudes a01; a02.U(x; y; t) = �a01uR1 eik1x + a02 1!�!crit �uR1 eik1x � uR2 eik2x�� ei(ly�!t) (44)18



By construction the second mode is �nite in the limit ! ! !crit, and so if the limitis de�ned to be the value at ! = !crit then this expression is the correct general solutionto the eigenvalue problem !U = A@U@x + lBU (45)subject to the condition U ! 0 as x!1.The amplitudes a1;2 and a01;2 are related by0@ a1a2 1A = T 0@ a01a02 1A ; (46)where T = 0@ 1 1=(!�!crit)0 �1=(!�!crit) 1A : (47)Substituting this into the boundary conditions givesC T 0@ a01a02 1A = 0: (48)By continuity, the requirement for well-posedness is that det(CT ) = det(C)det(T ) 6! 0as !!!crit. Since det(T )=O(!�!crit)�1, this requires that det(C)=O(!�!crit), orequivalently that @@!det(C)����!crit 6= 0: (49)More generally, we conjecture that if the N 0 right eigenvectors collapse to N 00 linearlyindependent eigenvectors at some !crit then the requirement for well-posedness is thatdet(C) = O(!�!crit)N 0�N 00 , or equivalently that@N 0�N 00@!N 0�N 00 det(C)�����!crit 6= 0: (50)Engquist and Majda conjectured that the second order approximation is always well-posed, but we will see in the next section that this is not true for the Euler equations.Trefethen and Halpern have proved that the boundary conditions for the scalar waveequation which come from the second and higher order Taylor series expansions in l2=!2are ill-posed [14]. Thus it seems likely that for the di�erential system of equations whichwe are considering the higher order Taylor series approximations may be ill-posed.
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2.9 Reection coe�cientsThe calculation of reection coe�cients is very similar to the well-posedness analysis.A general solution with a given frequency ! and wavenumber l can be written as a sumof incoming and outgoing modes.U(x; y; t) = 24 N 0Xn=1 anuRn eiknx + NXn=N 0+1 anuRn eiknx35 ei(ly�!t) (51)Substituting this into the approximate non-reecting boundary conditions givesC0BBB@ a1...aN 0 1CCCA+D0BBB@ a0N+1...aN 1CCCA = 0 (52)where C is the same matrix as in the well-posedness analysis and D is de�ned byDmn = vLmuRN 0+n: (53)If the initial-boundary-value problem is well-posed C is non-singular and so Eq. (52)can be solved to obtain 0BBB@ a1...aN 0 1CCCA = �C�1D0BBB@ aN 0+1...aN 1CCCA : (54)This equation relates the amplitudes of the incoming waves to the amplitude of theoutgoing waves, so �C�1D is the matrix of reection coe�cients.Since vLmuRn =0 if m 6=n, the o�-diagonal elements of C and the elements of D canbe re-expressed as Cmn = (vLm�vLm)uRn ; m 6= n (55)Dmn = (vLm�vLm)uRN 0+n: (56)Because the elements on the diagonal of C are O(1), C�1 is O(1) and hence the orderof magnitude of the reection coe�cents for l=! � 1 depends solely on the order ofmagnitude of D. Using the one-dimensional approximation wLm�vLm = O(l=!). HenceD = O(l=!) in general and the reection coe�cients will be O(l=!). Similarly, usingthe approximate two-dimensional boundary condition gives reection coe�cients whichare O(l=!)2. 20



3 Application to Euler Equations3.1 Non-dimensional linearized Euler equationsThe two-dimensional Euler equations which describe an unsteady, inviscid, compressibleow are usually expressed in the following form based upon the conservation of mass,momentum and energy.@@t 0BBBBB@ ��u�v�E
1CCCCCA+ @@x 0BBBBB@ �u�u2 + p�uv�Eu+ pu

1CCCCCA+ @@y 0BBBBB@ �v�uv�v2 + p�Ev + pv
1CCCCCA = 0 (57)� is the density, u and v are the two velocity components, and E is the total internalenergy per unit mass. To complete the system of equations an equation of state isneeded to de�ne the pressure p. For an ideal gas this isp = (�1)(�E � 12�(u2+v2)); (58)with  being the ratio of speci�c heats which is a constant.Using Eq. (58) to eliminate E from Eq. (57), and rearranging substantially, yieldsthe following `primitive' form of the Euler equations.@@t 0BBBBB@ �uvp

1CCCCCA+0BBBBB@ u � 0 00 u 0 1�0 0 u 00 p 0 u
1CCCCCA @@x 0BBBBB@ �uvp

1CCCCCA+0BBBBB@ v 0 � 00 v 0 00 0 v 1�0 0 p v
1CCCCCA @@y 0BBBBB@ �uvp

1CCCCCA = 0 (59)This equation is still nonlinear. The next step is to consider small perturbations froma uniform, steady ow, and neglect all but the �rst order linear terms. This produces alinear equation of the form analyzed in the theory section,@U@t +A@U@x +B@U@y = 0; (60)where U is the vector of perturbation variablesU = 0BBBBB@ ~�~u~v~p
1CCCCCA ; (61)
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and the coe�cient matricesA andB are constant matrices based on the uniform, steadyvariables. A = 0BBBBB@ u � 0 00 u 0 1�0 0 u 00 p 0 u
1CCCCCA ; B = 0BBBBB@ v 0 � 00 v 0 00 0 v 1�0 0 p v

1CCCCCA (62)The analysis is greatly simpli�ed if the unsteady perturbations and the steady vari-ables in A and B are all non-dimensionalized using the steady density and speed ofsound. With this choice of non-dimensionalization the �nal form of the matrices A andB is A = 0BBBBB@ u 1 0 00 u 0 10 0 u 00 1 0 u
1CCCCCA ; B = 0BBBBB@ v 0 1 00 v 0 00 0 v 10 0 1 v

1CCCCCA ; (63)and the variables u and v in the above matrices are now the Mach numbers in the xand y directions.It should be mentioned that a number of approximation errors are being introducedin converting the nonlinear Euler equations into the linearized equations. For steadystate calculations the error will be proportional to the square of the steady state per-turbation at the inow and outow. These should be very small and may well beunnoticeable except for the case of an oblique shock at the outow. For unsteady cal-culations there are two sources of error. The �rst which is similar to the steady stateerror is proportional to the square of the unsteady perturbation. The second is dueto the possible nonuniformity of the underlying steady state solution to which the un-steady perturbation is being added. For the Fourier analysis to be valid requires thatthe matrices A and B be constant, and so they must be based on some average of thesteady state solutiuon at the inow and outow. Thus there will be an error which isproportional to the product of the unsteady perturbation and the steady state nonuni-formity. This will usually be negligible at the inow where the steady state solutionis almost uniform, but it may be the dominant error at the outow where there aresteady state nonuniformities due to wakes and shock losses. A �nal note is that theseapproximation errors are all second order e�ects and so are much smaller than the �rstorder improvements we are obtaining with the nonreecting boundary conditions. Infact they are probably similar in magnitude to the approximation errors involved in for-mulating the approximate non-reecting boundary conditions for the general, unsteady,multi-frequency, two-dimensional problem.22



3.2 Fourier analysisFollowing the analytic theory described earlier, we �rst obtain the dispersion relation.det(�!I+kA+lB) = det0BBBBB@ uk+vl�! k l 00 uk+vl�! 0 k0 0 uk+vl�! l0 k l uk+vl�!
1CCCCCA= (uk + vl � !)2 �(uk + vl � !)2 � k2 � l2�= 0 (64)The �rst two roots are clearly identical.k1;2 = ! � vlu (65)Let us assume that u > 0 and we are concerned with de�ning boundary conditionsfor an inow boundary at x = 0 and an outow boundary at x = 1. If Im(!) > 0then Im(k1;2)> 0, and if Im(!) = 0 then @!@k = u > 0. In either case these satisfy theconditions for right-travelling waves, which are incoming waves at the inow boundaryand outgoing waves at the outow boundary.The other two roots are given by�1� u2� k2 � 2u(vl � !)k � (vl � !)2 + l2 = 0 (66)=) k3;4 = u(vl � !)�pu2(vl � !)2 + (1� u2)(vl � !)2 � l2(1� u2)1� u2= 11�u2 ��u(!�vl)�q(!�vl)2�(1�u2)l2�= (!�vl)(�u� S)1�u2 (67)where S = q1�(1�u2)l2=(!�vl)2 (68)Hence the third and fourth roots are de�ned by,k3 = (!�vl)(�u+S)1�u2 (69)k4 = (!�vl)(�u�S)1�u2 (70)23



Now we must be extremely careful with which branch of the complex square rootfunction is used in de�ning S. If ! is real and S2 is real and positive, then after somestraightforward algebra we obtain@k3@! = �u+1=S1�u2 =) @!@k3 = 1�u2�u+1=S (71)@k4@! = �u�1=S1�u2 =) @!@k4 = 1�u2�u�1=S (72)If u > 1 then S2 > 1, and hence it follows that both @!@k3 and @!@k4 are positive and soboth waves are right-running which is what one expects for supersonic ow. Howeverthere are very few turbomachines with axially supersonic ow and so henceforth we willassume that 0<u<1.If u < 1 and we take the positive real branch for S, then 0<S < 1 and hence @!@k3is positive but @!@k4 is negative. Thus the third wave is a right-running wave, but thefourth is left-running. It can be proved that if ! and/or S are complex then one of thetwo roots for k has positive imaginary part, while the other has a negative imaginarypart. To be consistent with the results when S2 is real and positive, k3 is de�ned tobe the root with positive imaginary component so that it corresponds to a complexright-running wave, and k4 remains a left-running wave.
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3.3 Eigenvectors3.3.1 Root 1: entropy wavek1 = ! � vlu ; ! = uk1 + vl (73)Substituting for ! gives�!I + k1A+ lB = 0BBBBB@ 0 k1 l 00 0 0 k10 0 0 l0 k1 l 0
1CCCCCA (74)and one can choose a right eigenvectoruR1 = 0BBBBB@ �1000

1CCCCCA ; (75)and a corresponding left eigenvectoruL1 = ( �1 0 0 1 ): (76)The vector vL1 , which is needed to construct the non-relecting boundary conditions,is calculated following the procedure given in the theory section.vL1 = 1uuL1A= ( �1 0 0 1 ) (77)This choice of eigenvectors corresponds to the entropy wave. This can be veri�ed bynoting that the only non-zero term in the right eigenvector is the density, so that thewave has varying entropy, no vorticity and constant pressure. Also, the left eigenvector`measures' entropy in the sense that uL1U is equal to the linearized entropy, �p���(remembering that c=1 because of the non-dimensionalization).The eigenvectors are only determined to within an arbitrary factor; i.e., they may bemultiplied by an arbitary constant or function of � and they would still be eigenvectors.In the case of both this root and the other roots the arbitary factor was chosen to givethe simplest possible form for the eigenvectors subject to the one restriction that at�=0, uLuR=1. This restriction gives the orthonormal form for the vectors w whichwas assumed in the theory section, Eq. (21).25



3.3.2 Root 2: vorticity wavek2 = ! � vlu ; ! = uk2 + vl (78)By inspection, a second set of right and left eigenvectors for the multiple root isgiven by uR2 = 0BBBBB@ 0�ul=!uk2=!0
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ 0�u�1�v�0

1CCCCCA ; (79)and uL2 = ( 0 �ul=! uk2=! 0 )= ( 0 �u� 1�v� 0 ) (80)Hence, vL2 = 1uuL2A= ( 0 �u� 1�v� �� ) (81)This root corresponds to the vorticity wave, which can be veri�ed by noting that theright eigenvector gives a wave with vorticity, but uniform entropy and pressure. Sincethe �rst two roots are a multiple root we must check that the chosen right and lefteigenvectors satisfy the necessary orthogonality relations.vL1uR2 = 0 (82)vL2uR1 = 0 (83)It is easily veri�ed that these are correct.The above choice of eigenvectors for the �rst and second roots is not unique. Anylinear combinations of the eigenvectors is itself an eigenvector, and the only constraintis the required orthogonality conditions. The motivation for our particular choice isour knowledge of the distinct behavior of the entropy and vorticity variables in uiddynamics, which leads us to suspect (correctly) that this will greatly simplify the algebraat later stages in our analysis.
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3.3.3 Root 3: downstream running pressure wavek3 = (!�vl)(S�u)1�u2 (84)The eigenvectors are derived by the usual method.�!I + k3A+ lB = 0BBBBB@ uk3+vl�! k3 l 00 uk3+vl�! 0 k30 0 uk3+vl�! l0 k3 l uk3+vl�!
1CCCCCA (85)

uR3 = 1+u2! 0BBBBB@ !�uk3�vlk3l!�uk3�vl
1CCCCCA = 12(1�u) 0BBBBB@ (1�v�)(1�uS)(1�v�)(S�u)(1�u2)�(1�v�)(1�uS)

1CCCCCA (86)
uL3 = 1+u! ( 0 k3 l !�uk3�vl )= 11�u ( 0 (1�v�)(S�u) (1�u2)� (1�v�)(1�uS) ) (87)

vL3 = 11+u uL3A= 1! ( 0 !�vl ul u(! � vl) + (1�u2)k3 )= ( 0 (1�v�) u� (1�v�)S ) (88)This root corresponds to an isentropic, irrotational pressure wave, travelling down-stream provided u>�1.
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3.3.4 Root 4: upstream running pressure wavek4 = �(!�vl)(S+u)1�u2 (89)The eigenvectors are derived by the usual method.�!I + k4A+ lB = 0BBBBB@ uk4+vl�! k4 l 00 uk4+vl�! 0 k40 0 uk4+vl�! l0 k4 l uk4+vl�!
1CCCCCA (90)

uR4 = 1�u2! 0BBBBB@ !�uk4�vlk4l!�uk4�vl
1CCCCCA = 12(1+u) 0BBBBB@ (1�v�)(1+uS)�(1�v�)(S+u)(1�u2)�(1�v�)(1+uS)

1CCCCCA (91)
uL4 = 1�u! ( 0 k4 l !�uk4�vl )= 11+u ( 0 �(1�v�)(S+u) (1�u2)� (1�v�)(1+uS) ) (92)

vL4 = � 11�u uL4A= � 1! ( 0 !�vl ul u(! � vl)+(1�u2)k4 )= ( 0 �(1�v�) �u� (1�v�)S ) (93)This root corresponds to an isentropic, irrotational pressure wave, travelling up-stream provided u<1.
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3.4 One-dimensional, unsteady b.c.'sIf the computational domain is 0< x < 1, and 0< u < 1, then the boundary at x= 0is an inow boundary with incoming waves corresponding to the �rst three roots, andthe boundary at x=1 is an outow boundary with just one incoming wave due to thefourth root.When �=0, S=1, and so the right eigenvectors wR arewR1 = 0BBBBB@ �1000
1CCCCCA ; wR2 = 0BBBBB@ 0010

1CCCCCA ; wR3 = 0BBBBB@ 1212012
1CCCCCA ; wR4 = 0BBBBB@ 12�12012

1CCCCCA ; (94)and the left eigenvectors wL arewL1 = ( �1 0 0 1 )wL2 = ( 0 0 1 0 )wL3 = ( 0 1 0 1 ) (95)wL4 = ( 0 �1 0 1 ):Hence the transformation to, and from, 1-D characteristic variables is given by thefollowing two matrix equations.0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ �1 0 0 10 0 1 00 1 0 10 �1 0 1

1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ ���u�v�p
1CCCCCA (96)0BBBBB@ ���u�v�p

1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ �1 0 12 120 0 12 �120 1 0 00 0 12 12
1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4

1CCCCCA (97)��; �u; �v and �p are the perturbations from the uniform ow about which the Eulerequations were linearized, and c1; c2; c3 and c4 are the amplitudes of the four charac-teristic waves. At the inow boundary the correct unsteady, non-reecting, boundaryconditions are 0BB@ c1c2c3 1CCA = 0; (98)29



while at the outow boundary the correct non-reecting boundary condition isc4 = 0 (99)The standard numerical method for implementing these is to calculate or extrapolatethe outgoing characteristic values from the interior domain, and then use Eq. (97) toreconstruct the solution on the boundary.
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3.5 Exact, two-dimensional, single-frequency b.c.'sThe construction of the exact, non-reecting boundary conditions for a linear, two-dimensional, single-frequency solution begins by performing a Fourier decomposition ofthe ow �eld at the boundary. Whereas before we assumed that the �eld was periodicwith period 2�, we will now be more speci�cally concerned with turbomachinery appli-cations, and will consider a problem in which the pitch is P and the inter-blade phaseangle is �. The inter-blade phase angle is needed in the analysis of blades which arenot moving in phase, but instead have a phase lag of � between neighboring blades.Consequently the uid motion also has a phase lag in the periodicity condition.U(x; y + P; t) = ei�U(x; y; t) (100)In this case the Fourier decomposition of U at the boundary can be written asU(0; y; t) = 1X�1 Ûm(t)eilmy; (101)where Ûm(t) = 1P Z P0 U(0; y; t)e�ilmy dy; (102)and lm = 2�m+�P : (103)Using the expressions for vL derived earlier, the exact, two-dimensional, single-frequency, non-reecting boundary conditions at the inow are0BB@ �1 0 0 10 �u� 1�v� ��0 1�v� u� (1�v�)S 1CCA Ûm = 0; (104)and at the outow the boundary condition is� 0 �(1�v�) �u� (1�v�)S � Ûm = 0: (105)� and hence S are functions of lm=! and so depend on the mode number m.How these conditions are implemented depends greatly on the numerical methodbeing used to solve the linear, di�erential equations in the interior. The most e�cientmethods begin by expressing the ow �eld as the real part of a complex amplitudemultiplying a complex oscillation in time.U(x; y; t) = Ue�i!t (106)31



The direct class of methods now treats the amplitude U as a function of x and yonly, and substitutes this de�nition into the equations of motion to obtain a spatial,partial di�erential equation for U . This is then spatially discretized in some mannerand solved by an iterative or direct matrix solution method. Following this approachthe exact, non-reecting boundary conditions can be introduced and solved directly.This was done by Hall, and the full details and some results are presented in his thesis[15] and a recent paper [8].An alternative approach is to still treat the complex amplitude U as time-varying.In this way one obtains an unsteady, partial di�erential equation for U which canbe solved by a time-marching method and integrated in time until U converges to asteady-state giving the correct complex amplitudes. This approach was developed by Nifor the isentropic, linearized Euler equations [16]. The exact, non-reecting boundaryconditions can still be used, but now one must be concerned with implementing themin a manner that gives the correct result in the converged steady-state but is also stableduring the pseudo-time-evolution process. This requires that the associated initial-boundary-value problem be well-posed. To achieve this let us �rst express the non-reecting boundary conditions in terms of the spatial Fourier transforms of the one-dimensional characteristic variables.Ûm = 0BBBBB@ �1 0 12 120 0 12 �120 1 0 00 0 12 12
1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3̂c4

1CCCCCA (107)Hence the inow boundary condition is0BB@ 1 0 0 00 1�v� �12�(u+1) 12�(u�1)0 u� 12(1�v�)(1+S) �12(1�v�)(1�S) 1CCA0BBBBB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3̂c4
1CCCCCA = 0; (108)and the outow equation is� 0 �u� �12(1�v�)(1�S) 12 (1�v�)(1+S) �0BBBBB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3̂c4
1CCCCCA = 0; (109)These equations can now be solved to obtain the incoming characteristics as a func-tion of the outgoing ones. 32



0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = 0BBBBBBBB@ 0(1�u)�(1+S)(1�v�) ĉ4(1�u)2�2(1+S)2(1�v�)2 ĉ4
1CCCCCCCCA (110)

ĉ4 = 2u�(1�v�)(1+S) ĉ2 + 1�S1+S ĉ3 (111)In inverting the inow matrix the following identity was used to eliminate �2(1�u).(1�u2)�2 = (1�v�)2(1+S)(1�S) (112)Note that in the resulting inow equation (1+S)(1�v�) remains �nite as (1�v�)!0,and so the reection coe�cient is never in�nite.It has already been proved that if the incoming one-dimensional characteristics areset to zero then the initial-boundary-value problem is well-posed. This suggests thatthe evolutionary process for this problem will be well-posed if we lag the updating ofthe incoming characteristics.
@@t 0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = �0BBBBBBBB@ � ĉ1(1�u)�(1+S)(1�v�) ĉ4 � ĉ2(1�u)2�2(1+S)2(1�v�)2 ĉ4 � ĉ3

1CCCCCCCCA (113)
@ĉ4@t = �� 2u�(1�v�)(1+S) ĉ2 + �1�S1+S� ĉ3 � ĉ4� (114)This is the one numerical boundary condition in this report which the author has notyet implemented, and so the correct value for � is not clear. Choosing too large a valuefor � may lead to ill-posedness and numerical instability. Choosing too small a valuewill lead to a poor convergence rate. Some numerical experimentation may be neededto obtain the best value for �. As before, the outgoing characteristics can be obtainedby extrapolation or calculation from the interior solution, and then the solution onthe boundary can be reconstructed by �rst converting back to the Fourier-transformedprimitive variables, and �nally back to the primitive variables in the physical domain.
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3.6 Exact, two-dimensional, steady b.c.'sThe exact, two-dimensional steady boundary conditions are essentially the exact, two-dimensional single-frequency boundary conditions in the limit !!0. Again one beginsby Fourier transforming the solution along the boundary, and then constructing bound-ary conditions for each Fourier mode. If the mode number m is non-zero, thenlim�!1S(�) = s1� 1�u2v2= ��v (115)where � = 8><>: i sign(l)p1�u2�v2 ; u2+v2 < 1�sign(v)pu2+v2�1 ; u2+v2 > 1 (116)The reason for the choice of sign functions in the de�nition of �, is that for supersonicow S must be positive, as discussed when S was �rst de�ned, and for subsonic ow Smust be consistent with Im(k3)>0. To check that we have satis�ed this latter condition,the steady-state values of the four wavenumbers arek1 = �vluk2 = �vluk3 = �vl(�u+S)1�u2 = uvl+�l1�u2 (117)k4 = �vl(�u�S)1�u2 = uvl��l1�u2 :If u2+v2 < 1 then Im(k3) = jljp1�u2�v21�u2 > 0 (118)and so the condition is indeed satis�ed.It should be remembered that in discussing the supersonic ow condition we arestill assuming that the ow is axially subsonic, u< 1, and so there are three incomingcharacteristics at the inow boundary and one incoming characteristic at the outowboundary.The next step is to construct the steady-state left eigenvectors sL. Since it is per-missible to multiply the eigenvectors by any function of �, we will slightly modify the34



de�nition given in the theory section in order to keep the limits �nite as �!1.sL1 = lim�!1vL1 = ( �1 0 0 1 )sL2 = lim�!1 1�vL2 = ( 0 �u �v �1 )sL3 = lim�!1 1�vL3 = ( 0 �v u � ) (119)sL4 = lim�!1 1�vL4 = ( 0 v �u � )Using these vectors, the exact, two-dimensional, steady-state, non-reecting bound-ary conditions at the inow are0BB@ �1 0 0 10 �u �v �10 �v u � 1CCA Ûm = 0; (120)and at the outow the boundary condition is� 0 v �u � � Ûm = 0: (121)For subsonic ow, � depends on l and hence the mode number m. For supersonic ow,� does not depend on l and so the boundary conditions are the same for each Fouriermode other than m=0.As with the single-frequency boundary conditions we now transform from primitivevariables into characteristic variables. The inow boundary condition becomes0BB@ 1 0 0 00 �v �12(1+u) �12(1�u)0 u 12(��v) 12(�+v) 1CCA0BBBBB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3̂c4
1CCCCCA = 0; (122)and the outow equation becomes� 0 �u 12(�+v) 12(��v) �0BBBBB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3̂c4

1CCCCCA = 0; (123)Solving to obtain the incoming characteristics as a function of the outgoing onesgives 0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = 0BBBBB@ 0���+v1+u� ĉ4��+v1+u�2 ĉ4
1CCCCCA ; (124)35



and ĉ4 = � 2u��v� ĉ2 � ��+v��v� ĉ3: (125)In inverting the inow matrix we twice used the following identity.(1+u)(1�u) = �(�+v)(��v) (126)To ensure the well-posedness of the evolutionary process, these equations are againlagged. @@t 0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = �0BBBBBBB@ � ĉ1���+v1+u� ĉ4 � ĉ2��+v1+u�2 ĉ4 � ĉ3
1CCCCCCCA (127)@ĉ4@t = ��� 2u��v� ĉ2 � ��+v��v� ĉ3 � ĉ4� (128)Numerical experience indicates that a suitable choice for � is 1=P . This completesthe formulation of the boundary conditions for all of the Fourier modes except m=0,which corresponds to l=0 which is the average mode. For this mode the user speci�esthe changes in the incoming one-dimensional characteristics in order to achieve certainaverage ow conditions. For example at the inow the three incoming characteristics canbe determined by speci�ying the average entropy, ow angle and stagnation enthalpy,and at the outow boundary the one incoming characteristic can be determined byspecifying the average exit pressure. Full details of this numerical procedure are givenin a separate report [11], which also illustrates the e�ectiveness of these steady-statenonreecting boundary conditions. It also tackles the problems caused by the factthat because we have used a linear theory we can get second-order non-uniformities inentropy and stagnation enthalpy across the inow boundary. These are undesirable,and can be avoided by modifying one of the inow boundary conditions, and replacinganother by the constraint of uniform stagnation enthalpy. The report also shows howthe same boundary condition approach can be used to match together two stator androtor calculations, so that the interface is treated in an average, conservative manner.
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3.7 Approximate, two-dimensional, unsteady b.c.'s3.7.1 Second-order b.c.'sFollowing the theory presented earlier, the second order non-reecting boundary con-ditions are obtained by taking the second-order approximation to the left eigenvectorsvL in the limit ��0. In this limit S�1 and so one obtains the following approximateeigenvectors. vL1 = (�1 0 0 1 )vL2 = ( 0 �u� 1�v� �� )vL3 = ( 0 1�v� u� 1�v� ) (129)vL4 = ( 0 �(1�v�) �u� 1�v� )Actually, the �rst two eigenvectors are exact since the only approximation whichhas been made is S� 1 in the third and fourth eigenvectors. Consequently, the inowboundary conditions will be perfectly non-reecting for both of the incoming entropyand vorticity characteristics.The second step is to multiply by ! and replace ! by � @@t and l by @@y . This givesthe inow boundary condition0BB@ �1 0 0 10 0 1 00 1 0 1 1CCA @U@t +0BB@ 0 0 0 00 u v 10 v �u v 1CCA @U@y = 0; (130)and the outow boundary condition� 0 �1 0 1 � @U@t + � 0 �v u v � @U@y = 0: (131)For implementation purposes it is preferable to rewrite these equations using one-dimensional characteristics.@@t 0BB@ c1c2c3 1CCA+0BB@ 0 0 0 00 v 12 (1+u) 12(1�u)0 �u v 0 1CCA @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0 (132)

@c4@t + � 0 u 0 v � @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0: (133)37



The outgoing characteristics can be extrapolated or calculated from the interior,and the incoming characteristics can be calculated by integrating these equations intime using an appropriate method, which in many cases could probably be the sameas is used for the interior, partial di�erential equations. Before using these conditionshowever, we must check whether or not they form a well-posed initial-boundary-valueproblem. If they do not then no matter how they are implemented they will produce adivergent solution on a su�ciently �ne grid.3.7.2 Analysis of well-posednessThe well-posedness of the second approximation non-reecting boundary conditions canbe analyzed using the theory discussed earlier. To simplify the analysis we shift to aframe of reference which is moving with speed v in the y-direction. The transformedequations of motion and boundary conditions then correspond to v=0 which simpli�esthe algebra, and well-posedness in this frame of reference is clearly both necessary andsu�cient for well-posedness in the original frame of reference.At the inow boundary there are three incoming waves and the generalized incomingmode is U(x; y; t) = " 3Xn=1 anuRn eiknx# ei(ly�!t) (134)with Im(!) � 0. Using the assumption that v=0 the wave numbers are given byk1 = k2 = !u (135)k3 = !(S�u)1�u2 (136)where S = q1� (1�u2)�2 (137)with the correct square root being taken in the de�nition of S to ensure that if ! andS are both real then S is positive, and if ! or S is complex then Im(k3)>0. Followingthe procedure presented in the theory section, we obtain the critical matrix C.C = 0BB@ 1 0 00 1+u2�2 00 0 12(S+1+u(1+u)�2) 1CCA (138)If !=+iujlj (satisfying the condition that Im(!)�0), then �2=�1=u2 and S=1=u(with the correct branch of the square root being taken to ensure that Im(k3) � 0).38



Hence, for this value of !, C = 0BB@ 1 0 00 0 00 0 0 1CCA (139)so there is clearly a non-trivial incoming mode, U(x; y; t) = a2uR2 ei(k2x+ly�!t), and theinow boundary conditions are ill-posed.It may appear that there is a second incoming mode, U(x; y; t) = a3uR3 ei(k3x+ly�!t),but this is actually a multiple of the �rst, because when != iujlj, k3= k2 and uR3 is amultiple of uR2 . This degenerate situation was discussed in the theory section, and in thiscase it is easily veri�ed that in the neighborhood of !crit= iujlj, det(C)=O(!�!crit)2and the initial-boundary-value problem is ill-posed with just one ill-posed mode.At the outow the generalized incoming mode isU(x; y; t) = uR4 eik4xei(ly�!t) (140)with Im(!) � 0. Since v = 0 the wave number is given byk4 = �!(S+u)1�u2 (141)Again the correct square root must be taken in the de�nition of S to ensure that if !and S are both real then S is positive, and if ! or S is complex then Im(k4)<0. Sincethere is now only one incoming mode, the matrix C is simply a scalar.C = 12(S + 1� u(1�u)�2) (142)The outow boundary conditions are ill-posed if there is a solution toS = �1 + u(1�u)�2 (143)Squaring this equation gives1� (1�u2)�2 = 1� 2u(1�u)�2 + u2(1�u)2�4 (144)Solving for � gives �2 = �1=u2. This implies that ! = +iujlj and S = 1=u, as withthe inow analysis. However, when these values are substituted back into Eq. (143) weobtain 1u = �1� 1�uu = �1u (145)This inconsistent equation contradicts the supposition that there is a incoming modewhich satis�es the boundary conditions, and so we conclude that the outow boundarycondition is well-posed. 39



3.7.3 Modi�ed boundary conditionsTo overcome the ill-posedness of the inow boundary conditions we modify the thirdinow boundary condition. To do this we note that we have been overly restrictivein requiring vL3 to be orthogonal to uR1 and uR2 . Since the �rst two inow boundaryconditions already require that a1=a2=0, we only really require that vL3 is orthogonalto uR4 . Thus we propose a new de�nition of vL3 which is equal to (vL3 )old plus � timessome multiple of the leading order term in vL2 .vL3 = ( 0 1 u� 1 ) + �m( 0 0 1 0 ) (146)The variable m will be chosen to minimize vL3uR4 , which controls the magnitudeof the reection coe�cient, and at the same time will produce a well-posed boundarycondition. The motivation for this approach is that the second approximation to thescalar wave equation is well-posed and produces fourth order reections [4].Substituting de�nitions givesvL3uR4 = 12 �1�u1+u���S + 1 + (1+u)(m+u)�2� : (147)Now S(�) = 1� 12 (1�u2)�2 + O(�4), so the reection coe�cient is fourth order if m ischosen such that m+u = �12(1�u). Thus the new form for vL3 isvL3 = ( 0 1 �12� 1 ) (148)To prove the well-posedness of this new boundary condition we examine the new Cmatrix which is obtained.C = 0BB@ 1 0 00 1+u2�2 00 �12(1+u)� 12(S+1� 12(1�u2)�2) 1CCA (149)det(C)=0 implies that either�S = 1+12(1�u2)�2; (150)or �2 = �1=u2: (151)Examining the �rst possibility, squaring both sides gives1�(1�u2)�2 = 1�(1�u2)�2 + 14(1�u2)2�4; (152)40



which implies that � = 0. In this case S=1 and so Eq. (150) becomes �1=1 which isinconsistent. Thus the �rst possibility does not lead to an ill-posed mode.The second possibility corresponds to ! = iujlj. At this frequency the second andthird eigenvectors become degenerate and so we must apply the extended theory again.det(C) = (1+iu�)(1�iu�)(S+1� 12 (1�u2)�2) (153)=) @@!det(C)����!crit = (1+u)2u2!crit 6= 0 (154)Thus the problem is well-posed at the critical degenerate frequency, and this concludesthe proof of well-posedness.Transforming back into the original frame of reference in which v 6= 0, the modi�edinow boundary conditions are0BB@ �1 0 0 10 0 1 00 1 0 1 1CCA @U@t +0BB@ �v 0 0 v0 u v 10 v 12 (1�u) v 1CCA @U@y = 0: (155)There is also a corresponding modi�ed outow boundary condition which is� 0 �1 0 1 � @U@t + � 0 �v 12(1+u) v � @U@y = 0: (156)It is easily proved that this boundary condition gives a well-posed problem. Theproperties of this condition, and why one might wish to use it instead of the secondorder approximation, are discussed in the next section.Finally, it is helpful to express these boundary conditions in their one-dimensionalcharacteristic form.@@t 0BB@ c1c2c3 1CCA+0BB@ v 0 0 00 v 12(1+u) 12 (1�u)0 12(1�u) v 0 1CCA @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0 (157)

@c4@t + � 0 12(1+u) 0 v � @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0: (158)
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3.7.4 Reection coe�cientsThe reection matrix for the modi�ed inow boundary conditions is�C�1D= �0BB@1 0 00 1+u2�2 00 �12(1+u)� 12(S+1� 12 (1�u2)�2)1CCA�10BB@ 0012 �1�u1+u���S+1� 12(1�u2)�2�1CCA= 0BBBBB@ 00�1�u1+u� S�1+ 12 (1�u2)�2S+1� 12 (1�u2)�2
1CCCCCA (159)There are three things to note in the above result. Firstly, the outgoing pressurewave produces no reected entropy or vorticity waves. Secondly, the reected pressurewave has an amplitude which is O(l=!)4. Lastly, at the cuto� frequency, at which�2 = 1=(1�u2) and the x-component of the group velocity is zero, the pressure wavereection coe�cient is �(1�u)=(1+u).The reection coe�cient matrix for the second order outow boundary condition is�C�1D = � 2(�S�1+u(1�u)�2)� 0 0 12 �1+u1�u� (S�1+u(1�u)�2) �=  0 0 �1+u1�u� S�1+u(1�u)�2S+1�u(1�u)�2 ! (160)Again there are three things to note. The outgoing entropy and vorticity wavesproduce no reections, the outgoing pressure wave produces a second order reection,and at the cuto� frequency the reection coe�cient is �(1+u)=(1�u). The productof the pressure wave reection coe�cients at the cuto� frequency is 1, which is to beexpected because at the cuto� frequency both pressure waves have zero group velocityin the x-direction and so it is impossible to discriminate between them.The reection coe�cient matrix for the modi�ed outow boundary condition is�C�1D = � 2(�S�1+ 12(1�u2)�2)� 0 12(1�u)� 12 �1+u1�u� (S�1+ 12(1�u2)�2) �=  0 12(1�u)�S+1� 12(1�u2)�2 �1+u1�u� S�1+ 12(1�u2)�2S+1� 12(1�u2)�2 ! (161)This di�ers from the second order outow condition in that now the outgoing pres-sure wave produces a fourth order reection, but the outgoing vorticity wave produces42



a �rst order reection. Thus this boundary condition is preferable only in situationswhere it is known that there is no outgoing vorticity wave. As an example, in the far-�eld of an oscillating transonic airfoil there will be an outgoing vorticity wave only atthe outow boundary directly behind the airfoil because the only vorticity generationmechanisms are a shock and the unsteady Kutta condition. Thus one might use thesecond order boundary condition directly behind the airfoil, and the modi�ed boundarycondition on the remainder of the outow far-�eld boundary.
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3.8 Dimensional boundary conditionsFor convenience, this section lists all of the boundary conditions in the original dimen-sional variables.a) Transformation to, and from, one-dimensional characteristic variables.0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ �c2 0 0 10 0 �c 00 �c 0 10 ��c 0 1

1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ ���u�v�p
1CCCCCA (162)0BBBBB@ ���u�v�p

1CCCCCA = 0BBBBB@ � 1c2 0 12c2 12c20 0 12�c � 12�c0 1�c 0 00 0 12 12
1CCCCCA0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4

1CCCCCA (163)b) One-dimensional, unsteady b.c.'s.Inow: 0BB@ c1c2c3 1CCA = 0 (164)Outow: c4 = 0 (165)c) Exact, two-dimensional, single-frequency b.c.'s.Inow: @@t 0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = �0BBBBBBBB@ � ĉ1(c�u)�(1+S)(c�v�) ĉ4 � ĉ2(c�u)2�2(1+S)2(c�v�)2 ĉ4 � ĉ3
1CCCCCCCCA (166)Outow: @ĉ4@t = �� 2u�(c�v�)(1+S) ĉ2 + �1�S1+S� ĉ3 � ĉ4� (167)where � = cl! ; (168)and S = s1� (c2�u2)�2(c�v�)2 : (169)44



d) Exact, two-dimensional, steady b.c.'s.Inow: @@t 0BB@ ĉ1̂c2̂c3 1CCA = �0BBBBBBB@ � ĉ1��c�+vc+u � ĉ4 � ĉ2�c�+vc+u �2 ĉ4 � ĉ3
1CCCCCCCA (170)Outow: @ĉ4@t = ��� 2uc��v� ĉ2 � �c�+vc��v� ĉ3 � ĉ4� (171)where � = 8><>: i sign(l)p1�M2 ; M < 1�sign(v)pM2�1 ; M > 1 (172)e) Fourth order, two-dimensional, unsteady, inow b.c.@@t 0BB@ c1c2c3 1CCA+0BB@ v 0 0 00 v 12(c+u) 12 (c�u)0 12(c�u) v 0 1CCA @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4

1CCCCCA = 0 (173)f) Second order, two-dimensional, unsteady, outow b.c.@c4@t + � 0 u 0 v � @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0: (174)g) First/fourth order, two-dimensional, unsteady, outow b.c.@c4@t + � 0 12(c+u) 0 v � @@y 0BBBBB@ c1c2c3c4
1CCCCCA = 0: (175)
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